The Inspectis LCD is an all-in-one, space-saving, High Definition, digital inspection instrument that combines all the best features of a desktop system with transportability and connectivity. Take Inspectis LCD wherever you need it to visually inspect your surgical instruments. The system can be setup in a stationary workstation, or taken to offsite surgery centers and clinics in its protective rollerbag.

The height of the camera allows for a wide viewing and working area and the 19” or 24” screen allows for instruments to be magnified up to 73x to ensure their efficacy. The unit also allows the technician to capture images to document defects or add images to their database for instrument cataloging and training.

1.7x - 73x Magnification

Key Features:

- 1.7x to 73x adjustable magnification
- Available with 19” or 24” integrated screen
- High definition Camera and LCD
- Easy-to-use remote and convenient multi-function jog switch controls
- Saves images and scanned files to USB drive
- Opens documents, images and video from USB drive
- HDMI-in supports PC, Mac, iOS and Android devices
- Weight: 16.1 lbs., Dimension: 7.4 x 22.6 x 16.8 in.(24”)
- Power: 100V - 240V input
- Optional custom rolling case (sold separately)
- Two (2) year warranty
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